TILC 2016: In Person, Online and In Between

Course Descriptions (cmst.cci.utk.edu/cmst-undergrad-courses)

*Communication Studies 210: Public Speaking* – “Preparation and delivery of informative and persuasive speeches. Topics include research, organization, adapting to an audience, topic selection, reasoning, and evaluating the discourse of others. *Satisfies General Education Requirement.*”

*Communication Studies 240: Business and Professional Communication* – “Basic principles of communication within organizations. Topics and activities may include organizational/communication theory, group problem solving, case studies, interviewing, and formal presentations. *Satisfies General Education Requirement.*”

Current Assignment (libguides.utk.edu/speech210)

Four parts

- *Using One Search* (Guide on the Side tutorial)
- *Finding Articles* (Guide on the Side tutorial)
- *Scholarly vs. Popular Sources* (Guide on the Side tutorial)
- Final quiz (Qualtrics survey)

Preview the final quiz at [http://tinyurl.com/gtn9ayb](http://tinyurl.com/gtn9ayb)

What We’ve Done Recently

- Orientation presentation
- Report and quiz personalization
- Virtual office hours
- Walk-in workshops

What We’d Like to Do Next

- In-depth instructor conversations
- “Bite sized” learning opportunities
- Multidimensional content
- Mapping the student experience

What We’d Like to Ask

- When are you assigning the library assignment?
- What factors contributed to this decision (for example, due dates of other assignments?)
- What do you see as the most important learning outcome for your students?
- How, or if do you see the Libraries contributing to this learning outcome?
- Which areas do your students struggle with? (for example, topic development, plagiarism, speech anxiety?)